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B. Tech III Sem. (Main/Back) Exam. Jan.2016
Petroleum Engineering

3PE6 Advanced Engineering Mathematics - I
EC, EIC, BM, AI, CR, PE, PC

Time: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: 80
Min. Passing Marks: 24

In st ructi on s to C andidat es :

Attempt any five questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questions
carry equal marks. Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever necessarlt. Any
data you feel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearly
Units of quantities used"/calculated must be stated clearly.

use of following supporting material is permitted during exaninarion.
(Mentioned in form No. 205)

1. NIL

J-sintO,_ n
Jo t 2

r- e-tsin t fiI _dt= _Jo r 4

Is+3=8]

Is+3=8]

UNIT.I

Q.1 (a) Find the Laplace transform of sin.,,/t .

Hence show that:

.l."tLl=fIl''"r-,0.)I J, J l.s/

(b) Prove thar:

Hence show that:

2. NIL
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OR

Q.I (a) Find the inverse Laplace transform of the following functions: [4+4=8]

(i)
(s+ 1) (s'?+ l)

(ii) ronl,r*1)"\ s')

(b) Use the Laplace transform technique and solve the following:

Du - 0'u
-- =2l ,whereu=u(x,t)at dx'

Boundary conditions:

u (0, t) = 0 - u (5, t) and u (x,0) = l0 sin 4nx

Q.2 (a) Find the Fourier series for the function f (x) = 12 in the interval - n< x < rand

deduce the following:

l_l-l_t. =n'i 22' 32 4r """"""""" 12

(b) Find the cosine series of sin x in the interval o < x < 7I.

OR

Q.2 (a) Obtain the Fourier series for the following data:

x: O nl3 2fi13 n 41il3 51il3 2n

y: 1.98 2.15 2.77 -0.22 -0.31 1.43 1.98

Express y in a Fourier series up to second harmonic.

(b) (i) Find the Z- transform of < un ) = ( ran )

(ii) Find the inverse Z- transform of

[6+2=8]

t8l

t8l

t81

t4l

t4l

torlzl<2.
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(a)

o)

Q.3 (a)

(b)

Q.3

UNIT.III

Find the Fourier cosine transform of 
"-'2 

. t8l

Find f (x) if its Fourier sine transform is- t8l

s

I+J-

OR

Find the Fourier sine transform of # t8l

Using Fourier transfer theory, solve the following partial differential equation:

I=3f , x>0. t>o t8l
dt dx'

Subject to the conditions:

(i) v=0whenx=0,t>0

(t. 0<x<lwhen t=0fii) v={
[0, x>l

(iii) v (x, t) is bounded x > 0, t > 0.

UNIT.IV

Q.a (a) Examine the nature of the function

xzv5(x +i v)
f (z)=ai;t;Z. z+0. f (o)=0

in the region including the origin. t8l

(b) Determine the region in the w - plane into which the rectangular region bounded

by the lines x = 0, y = 0, x = \,y =2 in the z - plane is mapped under the

transformation.

w=0+i)z+(2-i)
Discuss also magnification, rotation and translation. Is+3=8]
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OR

Q.  (a) State Cauchy's integral theorem. Verity Cauchy,s integral theorem for the

function f (z)=73 - iz2, if the closed contour c is the circle lz-fl =:. [2+6=g]

(b) State Cauchy's integral formula. Evaluate the following integral by using it.

[!ir r, wherecis thecirc tel zl = z

UNIT.V
Q.5 (a) Expand

^lt (7\=-' ''' - (z+l)(r+3)

in a Laurent's series valid for

(i) 1<lzl<3

(ii) l,l,z
tiii) 0<lz+tl<z

(b) Findthepolesof --]_ .
l+r+'

Also evaluate the following by using residue theory:
,

l --l . az . c:lzl=z.sJc \z_l). (z_2)

OR

Q.5 (a) State ttre Cauchy's residue theorem. Find the residue of

z' - 22,f (z)=-- . . ^ at all the poles in the finite part of z -plane.(z+ l)' lz' + 4)

(b) Use contour integration to prove -

r2n d0 2nl^ -' =-4 fora>b.JU a+bsin0 Ja'-b,

t8l

t8l

[4+4=8]

12+6=8)

t8l
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